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Abstract 
We analyze the fluctuations of the equilibrium adsorbed mass in affinity-based biosensors, caused by both the 
random nature of adsorption-desorption and mass transfer processes of two molecular species (the target and the 
competitor molecules) which bind to the probe molecules. The analytical expression for the fluctuations spectral 
density is derived. The calculations show the significant influence of both the competitive adsorption and the mass 
transfer on the fluctuations spectrum. The theory provides a more realistic estimation of limiting performance of 
biosensors, and is useful for their improvement. 
 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In affinity-based biosensors, selective detection of target molecules in a solution is based on their 
highly specific binding to probe molecules immobilized on the sensing surface. Biological samples often 
contain other molecular species which compete with target molecules for the same capturing probes [1]. 
Fluctuations of the number of adsorbed molecules can be a dominant noise component in affinity-based 
biosensors and thus a limiting factor for sensor's performance. The fluctuations arising from the random 
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nature of adsorption–desorption (AD) process of particles from the surrounding medium on the sensor's 
surface and also from the particles' mass transfer process are considered in previous works [2, 3]. An 
analysis of the influence of interference binding on the signal-to-noise ratio in biosensors is performed in 
[4]. In this paper we derive a simple mathematical model of adsorbed mass fluctuations in equilibrium, 
considering effects of both the AD and the mass transfer processes of the target and of the competitor 
molecules. It enables investigation of both the separate influences of these processes and their combined 
effect. The model is applicable for biosensors in which the spatial distribution of adsorbates 
concentrations in the reaction chamber can be approximated using the two-compartment model (typically 
in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors, and also in other flow-through devices, such as quartz 
crystal microbalance (QCM) sensors and thin film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) sensors)  [3, 5]. 
2. Theory 
In the surface based biosensing techniques analyzed in this work, a sensing element, whose surface is 
functionalized for selective binding of target molecules, is located in a reaction chamber, where laminar 
flow of the sample solution exists. In the ideal case, only the target molecules bind to the capturing 
probes. However, in real situations other molecular species from a sample solution can bind to the same 
capturing probes [1], thus affecting the biosensor's response. We consider the case of binding of two 
different species of molecules (target and competitor molecules) to the same probes. In the reaction 
chamber the following processes occur: (1) mass transfer processes, i.e. the transport of target and 
competitor particles by diffusion and Àow to and from the binding sites on the sensing surface, and (2) 
reversible (AD) reactions taking place on the sensor’s surface between the both types of molecules from 
the solution and immobilized capturing probes. We assume a simple one-to-one reaction model, absence 
of any reaction between target and competitor molecules, and equivalence of all surface binding sites 
(whose total number is Nm on the sensing surface of area A). 
 
The analysis starts from the equations describing the time change of the number of adsorbed target 
(NT) and competitor molecules (NC) 
 
TrTCTmSTfTT NkNNNtCkdtdN  ))((/ , CrCCCmSCfCC NkNNNtCkdtdN  ))((/ . (1) 
 
Here kf and kr are the association and dissociation rate constants, respectively, and km is the mass 
transfer coefficient. Indices "T" and "C" refer to the target and competitor molecules, respectively. The 
adsorbates concentrations in the immediate vicinity of the capturing probes (CST(t)=(kmTACT+krTNT)/ 
(kmTA+kfT(Nm-NT-NC)) and CSC(t)=(kmCACC+krCNC)/(kmCA+kfC(Nm-NT-NC))), are determined by using the 
two-compartment model [3], which is justified in biosensors where the thin layer depleted of adsorbing 
molecules is formed close to the sensing surface. CT and CC are the concentrations of molecules in the 
solution. Assuming small fluctuations of the number of adsorbed molecules of both species ('NT, 'NC) 
around the corresponding equilibrium values (NTe=NmkfTCT/krT/D, NCe= NmkfCCC/krC/D, D=1+kfTCT/krT+ 
kfCCC/krC), linearization of Eqs. (1) is performed, yielding the equations for fluctuations in the Langevin 
form 
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The Langevin source functions, [1 and [2, are mutually statistically independent and their power 
spectra are white and equal to ;12=4krTNTe and ;22=4krCNCe, respectively. Since the total adsorbed mass is 
ma(t)=MTNT(t)+MCNC(t), where MT and MC are the molecular masses of the target and competitor 
molecules, respectively, the spectral density of the mean squared value of the fluctuations of the adsorbed 
mass is given by 
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From Eqs. (2) and (3) the power spectrum of the adsorbed mass fluctuations is obtained in the form 
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where K and ĲI-ĲIII are functions of the association and dissociation rate constants of both adsorbing 
species, their concentrations, molecular masses and mass transfer coefficients, and the density of 
capturing probes, nm=Nm/A. The derived model enables the dependence of the adsorbed mass fluctuations 
spectrum on each of these parameters to be examined. 
3. Numerical Calculations 
The numerical calculations are performed using the parameter values corresponding to realistic 
experimental conditions in biosensors: kfT=8·107 1/(Ms), krT=0.08 1/s, kmT=8·10-5 m/s, MT=5000 Da, 
kfC=8·106 1/(Ms), krC=0.08 1/s, kmC=2·10-5 m/s, MC=30000 Da, CC=1·10-9 M, nm=1·10-11 Mm (1 M=1000 
mol/m3, 1 Da=1.66·10-27 kg). Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the adsorbed mass fluctuations spectrum 
(SCA,MT(f), f=Z/(2S)) on the target molecules concentration, which takes into account competitive 
adsorption (CA) and the mass transfer processes (MT). At lower concentrations CT the spectrum has the 
Lorentzian shape, as in the case of adsorption of only target molecules. At higher CT two corner 
frequencies are observed, showing the presence of AD process of additional molecular species. Fig. 2a 
shows the ratio of the spectrum considering only adsorption and mass transfer of target molecules and the 
spectrum obtained by neglecting both mass transfer of target molecules and competitive binding effects 
(SMT(f)/S(f)). The ratio SCA,MT(f)/S(f) is shown in Fig. 2b. The significant influence of both the mass 
transfer and the competitive binding on the adsorbed mass fluctuations spectrum can be observed. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Dependence of the spectrum of the adsorbed mass fluctuations on both the frequency f and the target molecules concentration 
CT. Both the AD and the mass transfer processes of the target and of the competitor molecules are taken into account. 
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 (a) (b) 
Fig. 2. The ratio of: (a) the fluctuations spectrum calculated considering only the target molecules mass transfer and the spectrum 
obtained by neglecting mass transfer and competitive binding effects; (b) the adsorbed mass fluctuations spectrum obtained by 
taking into account the stochastic AD and mass transfer processes of both adsorbing molecular species and the spectrum obtained 
when the mass transfer and the competitive binding effects are neglected. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The performed analysis shows that both the mass transfer and the competitive binding significantly 
influence the adsorbed mass fluctuations spectrum in affinity-based biosensors. The presented model of 
fluctuations enables a more accurate estimation of biosensors limiting performance, which is important 
for improvement of existing methods for detection of biomolecules. The model is also useful for 
development of new detection methods and for characterization of bimolecular binding processes, based 
on frequency domain analysis of fluctuations of biosensor output signal. 
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